PREFACE
In a recent paper, V.F. Demyanov, S. Gamidov and I. Sivelina developea an algorithm for solving optimization problems, given by smooth compositions of max-type functions.
In this paper the authors apply this algorithm to a larger class of quasidifferentiable functions. This paper is a contribution to research on nondifferentiable optimization currently underway with the System and Decision Sciences Program.
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On the steepestdescent method for aclass of quasi-differentiable optimization ,problems 0. Introduction
In a recent paper V.P.Demyanov, S.Gamidov and T.J.Sivelina presented an algorithm for solving a certain type of quasidifferentiable optimization problems [3] . The functions F and mij under consideraticns are assumed to belong to the classes C1 (IR"'~) and C (R") resnective1:y.
1
The optimization ~roblem consists in minimizing a function f E under constraints.
In this PaFer ve will apply the minimization algorithm of [3] to another class of quasidifferentiable functions. !Ve are able to prove for this type of optimization problems a convergence theorem similar to that in [3] .
Steepest descent method
We will shortly recall the steepest descent algorithm for mini--mizing a quasidifferentiable function in the unconstrained case. Here <,> denotes the canonical inner product in Etn .
In terms of these two sets, a steepest descent direction for f at ji is given by with II vo+w0 I I = max (min /~+w11~).
W E T I ; vcaf 1 :
Now, in the steepest descent algorithm, we start with an arbitn rary point xo€= .
Let us assume that for k -> 0 the point xk€lRn has already been defined, then define where g(x ) is a steepest descent direction of f at x and the k k real number ak,O is choosen in such a way, that min f (xk+ag(x )) = f (x +a g(xk)). With the introduction of these two sets, we now give a modified steepest descent algorithm to find an E-in£-stationary
Let us assume that f : IRn+ IR is quasidif f erentiable and moreover that, for given E ,p >O,it is (~,p) -quasidifferentiable.
Then choose an arbitrary xo€mn. Suppose, that xk has already be defined.
If -3f 1 c 3 f (x,) then xk is an €-in£ stationary point and Xk -E the algorithm stops. kEN
QED .
Remark: The proof also remains valid for~=o, i.e. replacing "E-in£-stationary" by "inf-stationary".
Numerical experiences
The above mentioned modification of the steepest descent method was implemented on the Siemens 7780 at the Computer Center of the University of Karlsruhe. Applying this procedure to the motivatinq example of section 2, E-inf stationary points ,also for problems under constraints , (cf.
[2]) could easily be found. For n = 2, $n coincides with the above defined function f :IR3-
IR.
Morover, the properties i) and ii) of the theorem are valid for the sets a f and 7 f for suitable E and p. 
